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Abstract

This thesis investigates passive damping system performance in heavy vehicles
through analytical expressions, simulations with different vehicle models as
well as through experimental evaluation in a tractor semi trailer combination.
The objective is to study what levels of chassis suspension damping that are
desirable for different vehicle modes and how this may be achieved with
passive damping systems.

To investigate the influence on performance from damper positioning,
analytical expressions for a 2D - suspension model are derived. Geometric
key parameters controlling roll and bounce damping are found to be damper
vertical aligning and perpendicular distance between damper and suspension
roll centre respectively. These parameters are often not easily altered
within an already existing vehicle. To investigate performance possibilities
from damping not restricted by packaging requirements, the concept with
distributed damping is furthermore studied. Theoretical expressions for
modally distributed damping are first derived from an analytical tractor model
with 7 DOF. Considered motions for which damping is prescribed are bounce,
pitch and roll of sprung mass, and axle crossing. These equations are evaluated
through various simulations with a 4x2-tractor semi trailer model. Results
from simulations show that the conflict in damping demands with passive
independent dampers for a single lane change and a one-sided pot hole may be
significantly reduced with amplitude dependent modal damping.

Vehicle damping performance is not only affected by the dampers
positioning and their individual setting, but also by the damper attachment
structure. The influence from compliance in e.g. brackets and mounting
bushings at damper attachment points is therefore studied. Linear analysis
with a simple spring mass damper model shows that damper attachment
compliance reduces the damper efficiency. Finite element analyses of both the
chassis frame and the tractor are furthermore performed to obtain numerical
values of front-axle damper-attachment stiffness. The effect from damper-
attachment stiffness is quantified though simulations with a tractor semi trailer
model. Simulation results show that it is important to consider the attachment
stiffness during vehicle manoeuvres containing high frequency inputs such as
the passage over a plank.

A methodology and equations for prescribing chassis suspension damping
as function of general vehicle modes by using electronically controlled
variable dampers is presented. A critical input for such implemented modal
damping systems are the real time estimation of modal motions necessary
for force calculation. From performed simulations it is shown that geometric
calculations of modal velocities based solely on relative damper displacements
contain significant discrepancies to actual motion for transient road inputs.
To overcome this, a time-domain system identification approach is presented,
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where models that estimate modal coordinate velocities with considerably
higher accuracy are identified.

The proposed modal damping approach is implemented on a 4x2 tractor
and experimentally evaluated through various road tests. It is shown that the
system has the desired ability to control sprung mass bounce and pitch modes
separately and that it improves vehicle performance on all tested load cases.
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